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CRISTALL LINE FOR FLAX SEEDS
LINEA CRISTALL AI SEMI DI LINO

  CRISTALL MASK THE FLAX SEEDS 
Restructuring mask for linseed for dry, brittle hair and brittle, damaged by external agents
or aggressive treatments such as dyes, perms, bleaching. Its restructuring action protects
hair laminating and polishing, restoring proteins and vitamins necessary for their natural
beauty and vitality.
 package  : tube of 250 ml, 500 ml jar. 

  CRISTALL FRIZZ HAIRSPRAY THE FLAX SEEDS 
Hairspray without propellant gas to effect anti-humidity, laminating and polishing, and fix
the hair in a natural way, remove with a brush stroke.
 package  : bottle of 100 and 350 ml. 

  CRISTALL THE TUBE TO THE FLAX SEEDS 
The synergistic action of the crystals flaxseed and ceramide, make CRISTALL TUBE
renew the ideal product for your hair brittle, dry, prone to split ends. Strengthens the
structure and reconstructs the original force and bringing the hair shine. Immediate results
from the very first application.
 package  : box of 10 vials and blister packs hanging from 3 vials. 

  CRISTALL LIQUID SPRAY laminating 
A spray -rich flaxseed action laminating shining and makes the hair shiny, not greasy or
heavy. Softness, extra brightness, bright reflections to give the hair a more youthful and
modern.
 package  : Spray bottle of 150 ml. 

  CRISTALL RICCIOLO COMPACT 
The serum satinante linseed redraws the curl making it compact and lightweight, shiny,
bright and full-bodied, allowing you to create an instant form without kneading her hair.
Thanks to its formulation extraidratante, nourishes the hair from root to tip.
 package  : 150 ml bottle. 

  CRISTALL GEL FLAX SEEDS - modeling laminating 
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modeling gel Saloons
Sculpts and fixed without weighing it down. Thanks to its elastic support, it is ideal to
shape the strands making artistic look : smooth and smoothes the hair, creating a perfect
volume.
 package  : 250 ml bottle with dispenser. 
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